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[image: ]Time to stampede, Bulls! 
Click here to read more about USF Week events, including a pool party, Bullstock and Rocky’s Birthday Bash. 
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In a narrow decision, the Student Government (SG) Senate passed the “USF Investment and Divestment Visibility” Tuesday evening to encourage USF to divest from certain companies and publish its investment portfolio. Senate President Fariah Ansari was the tie-breaking vote to bring the final count to 16 votes in favor and 15 against. During the meeting, […]
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Giancarlo Esposito has been acting for five decades and representation in media has changed drastically since his debut on television at just seven years old. “Back when I came up in the 60s, there weren’t many images of people who were of different ethnicities,” Esposito said. “So I took my cues from an actor, Sidney […]
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Student Government (SG) President Cesar Esmeraldi posted a video on both his and the official SG Instagram page urging senators to vote against a divestment resolution that will be voted on Tuesday night. The “Divest from Israel Resolution” will be introduced during the SG Senate meeting and voted on by the senators.  In the resolution, […]
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The Oracle is a student reported, student edited newsroom and needs support from readers like you.
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